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SEA SWEPTA champion boat racer, Cameron Quinn traveled the world. But when his dying father

calls him home to care for Seth, a troubled young boy not unlike Cameron once was, his life

changes overnight.â€¦ In the end, a social worker, as tough as she is beautiful, will decide Seth's

fate.RISING TIDESEthan Quinn is determined to make the family boatbuilding business a success.

But amidst his achievements lie the most important challenges of his life. There is young Seth, who

needs him more than ever. And a woman he has always loved but never believed he could

have.INNER HARBORPhillip Quinn has the scars from his own rough and tumble childhood on the

streets of Boston. Now a high-powered advertising executive, he figures he's found his perfect

match in educated, cultured Sybill. And when he discovers she has a family connection to young

Seth, they join forces to secure the boy's future.CHESAPEAKE BLUENow a grown man returning

from Europe as a successful painter, Seth Quinn is settling down on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Still,

a lot has changed in St. Christopherâ€•and the most intriguing change of all is the presence of Dru

Whitcomb Banks. But a secret Seth's kept hidden for years threatens to explode, destroying his new

life and his new love.â€¦
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A Story of love, acceptance, and life. Four brothers who are joined by faith and not by blood. Four

great stories the promise of a life time beginning with one little oath. Love and a brotherhood that

would have never been if it was not for a single vatal moment. Four brothers that will come to



rescue at the least sight of trouble.These four stories were the best series -in my opinion- Nora

Robert has ever written. It'll bring tears to your eyes like no others did.Sea Swept: Cam, a man

entitled to a life full of wild race was forced to come back home to discover that his adopted father is

on his death bed. Swearing that he and his brothers will take care of another Quinn Stray, Cam got

more than he ever asked for. Anna Spinelli, a full-willed woman works for the Social Service and is

the case worker for Seth. Doing what she does best, she tumbles into the world of Quinn men who

stands for the motto: "You mess with one Quinn, you mess with them all"Rising Tide: Ethan Quinn

comes from the bottom of the pit. Being abused and neglected so many ways, he has the patient of

a saint. Ethan has come to believe that he should not have any relationship whatsoever because of

what he is. The blood he has. And all it takes is pretty Grace Moroe to change his opinion on

love.Inner Harbor: The story of Philip Quinn who has lived the first decade of his life on the street.

Mr. Prime and Proper. Philip has always been the 'detail man' taking care of lawyers, social

workers, he thought he can handle it all. That's until Sybill comes along and test it. Sybill is a very

logical person. So imagine what she thinks when she finds that love, is anything BUT logical.

I always tell people that I never reread books. I'm starting to realize that is a lie. While I do not

reread often,I do like to revisit some books, especially when they are written by my favorite author

and I've read everything she has written! It has been almost 10 years since I last read of the Quinn

Brothers, but this has always been my favorite trilogy.Cam, Ethan, and Philip Quinn are all called

home to their fathers unexpected deathbed, and find a surprise: a ten year old boy named Seth who

their father was in the process of adopting. While the adoption is not that big of a surprise - The

Mighty Quinn adopted all of his sons, saving them from hard lives and surefire destruction - but

there seems to be more to Seth than meets the eye. Against the backdrop of a small working water

town on Maryland's Eastern Shore, the brothers soon realize that his adoption involves speculation

of scandal, a hard mother that will not go away, and they must band together to protect their newest

family member.The first three books are the original trilogy and tell the story of Cam, Ethan, and Phil

adjusting to, accepting, and coming to love Seth as they fight to keep him safe. Obviously, there are

some attractive women involved as well: Anna, Seth's caseworker, is the perfect blend of Italian

temper and soothing logic for the fast-paced Cam; Grace and Ethan have known each other almost

their whole lives, but it takes the shared interest in Seth's safety to convince these two shy and

cautious individuals to move a little faster; and Sybil has a secret that almost ruins her relationship

with Phil, but in the end she makes them a true family. The forth books is about Seth almost 20

years later.
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